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EMPLOYMENT PENDULUM
As time expands from the most recent economic downturn, the pendulum of
supply and demand starts to shift. Over the last fourteen years, US
economy was impacted with a recession in the 2000 to 2004 period and
again a deeper recession from 2008 to 2011/2012. Most companies did not
hire trainees nor develop talent during these downturns. Employers were in
control and dictated the employment scene.
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In 2014 times are different. Acquisitions, geographic expansion,
infrastructure investing, product development, technology advancements,
and a host of other initiatives to strategically grow revenues and increase
valuations are common place…..and talent is needed to achieve these
goals. Due to the recent recession, job churning has slowed down and that
coupled with increasing retirements and lack of employer hiring and
development during the most recent recession has shifted the pendulum
back to the employee. The average tenure of employees in three age
groups ranging from 25 to 54 years old have all increased. The quit rate is a
historically low 1.8%.
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DID YOU KNOW?
That less than half of American adults, 47.7 percent,
are now working full time?
The current unemployment rate is at the lowest rate
since 4Q of 2007?
Sam Snead was #1 PGA tour winner (82 career
wins) and had total career earnings of $713,155?
There were 2.8 workers paying taxes into Social
Security in 2013 for every individual receiving
retirement benefits?
Average newborn today can expect to live an entire
generation longer than their great-grandparents?
The average IT budget ($$ per IT employee) is
$220,000?
US population
population?
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Current Congress has a job approval rating of 15%?
US golfers played 462 millions rounds of golf in
2013?

In recent years technology has made a huge advance and employees that
have not invested in developing their technical skills and gained highly
valued experience are at a major disadvantage in today’s market.
Rebounding from an economic downturn, the needs of hiring companies are
more commonly not aligned with the long term unemployed OR tenured
employed with stale experience. At the end of June, there were 4.7 million
job openings (a 13 year high) and over 3 million people that have been
unemployed for 27+ weeks. In many categories the demand outweighs the
supply and availability of talent due to business evolution and technology.
The accent on hiring is that candidates must be specialists with “current” or
“advanced” skills required to meet performance criteria OR come from a
direct competitor.
Average annual increases are 3% and the lure to change employers is not
just about more compensation, better benefits, or a promotion. Social media
has provided the employee with a vehicle to reference check a prospective
employer and assess culture, leadership, stability and career pathing before
signing up. Companies are now marketing their opportunities to attract
talent and investing in training, upgrading benefits, and developing career
pathing for top 8-10% of employees. The career choices for top talent are
wide, deep, and rewarding. Navigating and properly weighing the career
choices are confusing while retaining and securing talent is a major
challenge for small to medium size companies with ambitious growth plans.
B&B partners with clients on search strategy, validation, and acquisition of
talent and counsels candidates on career choices and expectations.
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